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HD 24jr (79’) Bocker Hoist
HD 22/1-4 (68’0”) Böcker Hoist
HD 22K/1-4 (72’0”) (63’3”) Böcker Hoist
HD 36K/0-7 (121’) Böcker Hoist

$33,884.00
$34,723.00
$38,592.00
$52,960.00

HD 26K/0-5 (87’+14”) Böcker Hoist $40,826.00
HD 26 1-6 LH (87’) Bocker Hoist $45,774.00
HD 31K/1-6 (102’) Böcker Hoist
$45,526.00
HD 24K/ 0-7 (60‘+5.5“) Bocker Hoist $36,984.00

All Böcker Hoists come with the following equipment as standard:
*Adjustable tow bar with 2” ball coupling, snaps on and off.
*Surge brakes with emergency parking hand (no hydraulics or electrics)
*Standard steel toolbox, lockable with tool kit, funnel and touch-up paint
*Leveling eye
*Auto accelerator control (hydraulic)
*PATENTED automatic carriage bottoming during extension for retraction
of rails for safety
*Special PATENTED inboard and out board adjustable nylon spacers
to keep rails tight and easy to slide in and out.
*Lighter trailer for easy towing a\with lights\ trucks and easy handling
on the job.
*PATENTED cable threading for extension of rails.
*Our factory installed hydraulic articulating knee-joint (42°) at the top
is a special PATENTED feature, always there for you to use. No
Hydraulic lines to change, no possibility of contamination.

*Electric starter with battery and metal battery box.
*Removable running, signal and fog lights
*PATENTED central hydraulic valve regulator to keeps cables taught.
*Special PATENTED rails profile for strength and less wear
*Shortest rails package in the industry for easy towing in traffic
*PATENTED sealed ball bearing steel roller on load carriage for durability.
*Every North American Böcker hoist and most of the options are designed
and manufactured in Germany with a 100% North American Böcker guarantee.
*Compact cast aluminum large capacity hydraulic tank with pump and filter
together with engine on one platform for better heat dissipation and easy
maintenance.
*3 hydraulic levers, 2 for set-up on the job and 1 for load up or down at 200ft
per minute the speed of the carriage.
*Our North American Böcker debris removal system is our exclusive feature.
it is PATENTED by North American Böcker and totally manufactured for us by
the Albert Böcker Company

Package #1 Commercial Roofing Contractor
B54 *BUR Tear-Off auto discharge system $7,833.00
B52d Aluminum roll-in platform
$ 3099.00

Package #2 Slate and Tile Contractor
B62
Combi-Platform
B37
Gravel and Rubbish Bucket
B02
Tile & brick trolley w/ platform and side guards

B37

Gravel and Rubbish Bucket

$1,663.00
$1,213.00
$1,627.00

$1,213.00
Package #3 General Contractor (Commercial or Residential)
B37 Gravel and Rubbish Bucket
B52d Aluminum roll-in platform
B38 Tear-off bucket for light and bulky material

Below are our other very popular attachments:
B56 Furniture Elevator
B14 Integrated telescopic top rail extension at top
B50 Safety Fence
B52d Aluminum Roll-In Platform
B62 Combi-Platform
B06 Auto Preloading Device (slate and tile)
B27 Adjustable wheeled support in lieu of fixed

$6120.00
$1,666.00
$ 747.00
$3,099.00
$1,663.00
$1,095.00
$ 409.00

$1,213.00
$3,099.00
$2,021.00

B37
Gravel and Rubbish Bucket Small
B54
BUR tear-off auto discharge system
B22B 15 Remote Operating Control
B22c 15 Remote Operating Control with Emergency cut-off switch
B41b
Power Drive for job site position of machine dual control

$1,213.00

$7,833.00
$ 747.00
$ 798.00
$6,815.00

B04
On roof tile distributor with pitch adjustment
Adj. Roof Load Platform Brackets capacity 1125lbs
$ 231.00
B57
Long Panel Platform
B64 Infinite Hydraulic Slew Ring Lock
$ 731.00
B03b
Tile & Brick Trolley w/ Platform & Side Guards
B65 Hydraulic Safety Extension Winch Control
$ 516.00
B38
Tear-off Bucket for light and bulky material
BLA4 Toggle knee joint, adjustable to 44
$ 940.00
B13b
Extension rails #2 6.6' per
B67 Load Upgrade
$2,524.00
B48
Roof Jacks for slate and tile roofs- adjustable
B68 Tow Bar Wheel
$ 194.00
B66 Rear Jack Quick Release
$ 284.00
Buc Upgrade to US model carriage equipped with trip mechanism for BUR system, in lieu of European standard carriage

$1,849.00

Tires
Bt22 Tire and Rim for HD 22 195R14C

$ 365.00

*PATENTED

$ 277.00
Bt42 Tire and Rim for HD 36

Bt26/31 Tire and Rim for HD 26 and HD 31 205R14C
$ 428.00

$ 1,065.00
$9,862.00
$1,026.00
$2,021.00
$ 349.00
$ 359.00

